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ABSTRACT 

 

Today it is our duty to promote sustainable development in construction industry.This will help us to 

encourage the growth of  Real estate sector, which includes residential,commercial,industrial, infrastructure 

amenities. There are many ways to promote sustainable development in construction like using waste material, 

maintenance, replacement and renovation of existing structures.  Among all ways, we have chosen renovation 

for our research work. Renovation of existing infrastructure helps our society by reducing cost of 

construction,genarating new employments and it also helps us to deal in recession period when the rate of new 

construction works are low.The future of real estate industry in developed or developing country is to provide 

reconstruction, renovation or retrofitting of old buildings which may have been damaged by atmospheric 

action, earthquake, tsunami, flood etc and due to overloading settlement occurs in structure.Nowdays in our 

country Govt declared smart city project in different different cities like amritsar, indore etc so renovation is 

the best way to make city smart at low cost which ultimately genrate employment.In this research we will 

study the renovation projects and factors affecting renovation work.The word “CSF” used in this reseach is 

related to those factor which actually comes during renoavtion work and these factors are called critical success 

factors.Analysis of this research provides precise and concise finding on actual scenario happening in india on 

renovation work.The method adopted for this research is quitionnaire survey and 45 respondent are selected 

for research.and for analysis of respondent reponses we have used SPSS software. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem Statement 

Worldwide there is an urge to promote development 

to improve quality of life (HIS Consulting 2012). This 

encourages the growth of the construction sector, 

which involving residential, commercial, industrial, 

infrastructural amenities and also other aspects of 

development (Harold 2009). The future of real estate 

industry in developed country as well as developing 

country is to provide reconstruction, renovation or 

retrofit old buildings, which may have been damaged 

by atmospheric action, earthquake, tsunami, flood etc. 

and overloading, settlement etc. or aging of structure. 

In any renovation or reconstruction work, an initial 

condition study of the existing structure needs to be 

carried out. In general, re-construction and 

renovation projects are very complex in nature and 

require more time in planning and investigation stage 

and also require knowledge to study the nature of 

work needed for buildings.A Project is considered as a 

successful project when it completed on time, within 

budget& to performance specification. Project 

management pay a vital role in project success. To 

determine the success or failure of a renovation 

project, there are many factors outside the control of 

project management. All these factors is referred as 

critical success/failure factors. There are only few 

studies are done in India with respect to renovation 

projects. 
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1.2 Aim and Objectives 

The aim of this research is to study renovation 

projects in Indian contexts and identify the critical 

success factors in renovation projects.  

 

The following objectives of the Research:  

i) To review the state-of-the-art of 

renovation projects 

ii) To study the process of renovation of RC 

buildings 

iii) To study exemplar successful renovation 

projects 

iv) To study the following through 

questionnaire survey  

 To identify factors which contribute to 

the success of renovation projects.  

 To study the role of various parties 

involved in project who are responsible 

for success of project. 

v) To recommend measures for success of 

renovation projects 

 

1.3 Scope of Research 

 

The research concentrates on private organisation 

which do renovation project in India and this 

research involves a combined questionnaire survey of 

professionals which are engaged in the renovation 

project those who have experience in handling 

renovation project. 

II.  METHODS AND MATERIAL 

 

Research Methodology adopted for reasearch is as 

shown in flow chart fig 2.1 

 

Figure 2.1 Research Methodology 

 

2.1 Literature Review  

 

2.1.1 Project Management 

Project management has evolved over the past couple 

decades as researchers and practitioners have 

attempted to identify the causes of project failure and 

the various factors that lead to project success. 

Traditional project management skills were developed 

from the requirements of construction and defense 

industries to plan, control and manage large and 

complex projects (Morris, 1994; Bourne and Walker, 

2004). 

 

Figure  2.2.  Component of Project Management 

 

2.1.2 Renovation Project 

Renovation includes both repair work and work 

undertaken for other reason. Vainio (2011) 

Renovation of existing building is a branch of 

construction industry the principle of renovation is 

analysing the defects and structural failure in building 

by using the advanced technology and marking the 

stage of work required for building.CPWD Handbook 

2010 

Problem Statement 
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Case Study of Renovated Building 

Questionaire Survey 

Response Analysis 
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2.1.3 Project Success Factors 

According to PMI (2004) a guide to the Project 

Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK Guide), 

the definition of a project is: A temporary endeavour 

undertaken to create a unique product, service or 

result. Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) may be 

used to monitor performance and measure how 

successful certain projects are. The most important 

success factor established is the importance of keeping 

focus on organizational aspects. A systematic Risk 

Management approach is another success factor. 

 

 
Figure 2.3 Cycle of Critical Success Factore, 

Source:Pakseresht and Asgari (2012) 

 

 
Figure 2.4 Critical success factors for project 

success(Source: FICCI Report 2009) 

 

41 success factors are selected from research out of 

which 19 factors are shown in table 1.1 below; 

 

Table 2.1 List of CSF selected from Literature Review 

 

S.No CSF Refrence 

1 Project 

management 

Muhammad et al 

(2008);Zarina et al (2004) 

related Mbugua et al 

(1999);Omran et al (2012) 

Peng (2017);Swapnil and 

Pimplikar (2016) 

2 Procurement Muhammad et al 

(2008);Zarina et al (2004) 

Tucker et al 

(2014);Swapnil and 

Pimplikar (2016) 

3 Client satisfaction Muhammad et al (2008) 

Mbugua et al (1999) 

Swapnil and Pimplikar 

(2016) 

4 Design team 

Experience 

Ogwueleka (2011); 

Mbugua et al (1999) 

Omran et al (2012); Peng 

(2017) 

5 Business type Muhammad et al (2008) 

Zarina et al (2004); Peng 

(2017) 

6 Work 

environment 

Muhammad et al (2008) 

Zarina et al (2004) ; 

Mbugua et al (1999) 

Omran et al (2012); 

Tucker et al (2014) 

7 External issurs Zarina et al (2004) 

Ghanaeea and 

Pourezzata(2013) 

8 Objective 

Management 

Ogwueleka (2011); Omran 

et al (2012) 

Peng (2017); APTA(2010) 

9 Management 

Design 

Ogwueleka (2011); Tucker 

et al (2014) 

10 Technical Factors Ogwueleka (2011); 

Mbugua et al (1999) 

Nguyen and Chileshe ( 

11 Top management 

support 

Ogwueleka (2011); Peng 

(2017) 

12 Risk Management Ogwueleka (2011) ; Peng 

(2017) 

Ghanaeea and 

Pourezzata(2013) 
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13 Quality Mbugua et al 

(1999);Omran et al (2012) 

Ghanaeea and 

Pourezzata(2013) 

Tucker et al (2014); Peng 

(2017) 

14 Cost Mbugua et al (1999) 

Ghanaeea and 

Pourezzata(2013) 

Tucker et al (2014); Peng 

(2017) 

Nguyen and Chileshe 

(2013) 

15 Time Mbugua et al 

(1999);Omran et al (2012) 

16 Feedback 

Capacity 

Mbugua et al 

(1999);Omran et al (2012) 

2.2 Case Study 

2.2.1 Case study of renovated buildings  

Building selected for case study; (i)Empire State 

Building, New york , (ii)HUL Building, (iii). Express 

Tower, Mumbai, (iv) Neemrana Fort-Palace, (v) 

Rehabilitation of Cargo Disposal Unit Building at IGI 

Airport, (vi) VIP Conference Centre at Delhi. 

 

2.3 Questionnaire Survey 

 The data collected through web based questionnaire 

survey. The online survey instrument was developed 

from the project management planning list that was 

used in previous research. The web based survey 

dramatically reduced the time needed for survey 

implementation. The question-building process was 

based on questions listed in literature and questions 

are modified according to requirement of research 

work, the final survey questionnaire was designed to 

obtain information about the impact of the project 

management practices on renovation  project success. 

Questionnaire was distributed to 41 people for survey 

but 24 responses are obtained from this survey this 

was cause due to limitation of time of three weeks. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Comparative Analysis of Buildings  

Table No.3.1 Comparative analysis of Buildings 

Buildi

ng  

Cost  Hei

ght  

Loca

tion  

Ye

ar 

of 

co

nst

. 

Buildin

g type  

Major 

Renov

ation 

Empir

e State 

Buildi

ng 

USD 

550 

MN 

381

m 

New 

York 

City 

19

30 

Comme

rcial  

Upgra

ding 

service 

system

, 

sustain

able 

retrofi

t 

HUL 

Buildi

ng 

INR 

200 

MN 

NA Mu

mbai  

19

26 

Comme

rcial 

HVAC 

Upgra

dation 

Expre

ss 

Tower 

USD 

20 

mn 

105

m 

Mu

mbai  

19

32 

Comme

rcial 

Upgra

dation 

service 

system

, 

sustain

able 

retrofi

t  

Neem

rana 

Fort-

Palace 

US$1

5mn 

35

m 

Alw

ar  

14

67 

Comme

rcial  

Restor

ation 

and 

use as 

heritag

e hotel 

Cargo 

Dispos

al 

Unit 

Buildi

INR 

85 

Lakh 

NA New 

Delh

i 

19

70 

Infrastr

uctural  

Renov

ation 

of 

structu

re 
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ng at 

IGI 

Airpo

rt 

VIP 

Confe

rence 

Centr

e at 

Delhi 

INR9

0 

lakh 

NA New 

Delh

i 

19

57 

Comme

rcial 

Class 

3, class 

4 

damag

e 

renova

tion 

Buildi

ng  

Cost  Hei

ght  

Loca

tion  

Ye

ar 

of 

co

nst

. 

Buildin

g type  

Major 

Renov

ation 

Source : Author 

3.2 Analysis of Questionnaire Survey 

This section presents and interprets the results of the 

research work, and discusses the findings of the 

research. 

 

 
Q.1 Which of these job descriptions must closely first 

your principle role in the construction industry? 

 

Q.2.Please indicate your experience? 

 
Q.3 Please indicate the business sector given below in 

which you have most experienced? 

 

 
Q.4 Among the options given which is your most 

preferred client 

 
Q.5. What size of project were you involved in as 

coordinating person? 

 
Q.6. What procurement method is used? 

3.3 Project Success Criteria  

There are total five project success criteria (PSC) to be 

assessed in second section of questionnaire. The 

ranking of project success criteria chosen by 
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respondents is summarized as per Table 3.2 below. 

The criteria of Quality is topped at the rank, followed 

by Client / Customer satisfaction, Cost / Budget, Time 

/ Schedule and  Organization’s strategic goals. The 

output of questions are shown in ven diagram in 

figures listed below; 

 
Q.7 Is it is necessary a Project Management Plan in 

place during the Renovation Project? 

 
Q.8. Is the Project Management Plan contribute to 

the success of the renovation project? 

 
Q.9. Is the Budget the most significant factor for an 

overall success of renovation project? 

 

Q.10. The most significant factor that lead to an 

overall successful renovation project are the Project 

Management Planning practices utilized to establish 

the project "Time". 

 
 

Q.11. The most significant factor that lead to an 

overall successful renovation project are the Project 

Management Planning practices utilized to establish 

the project "Performance". 

 

3.4 Bidding/Pre-Construction/Construction 

Third section of questionnaire is related to 

Bidding/Pre-Construction/Construction effect on 

renovation project success the answer analysed by 

google questionnaire survey are show in ven diagram 

figures listed below; 

 
 

Q.12. Assessment of the building and its significance 

is done during the pre-planning phase of the 

renovation project? 
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Q.13 Is a comprehensive analysis of the site done 

prior to the construction phase? 

 
Q.14. Is implementing a Staging or Site layout plan 

necessary during the renovation? 

 
Q.15. Is Value Engineering is necessary for the 

success of renovation project? 

 
Q.16. Is the Schedule development for the renovation 

project the construction task clearly define? 

 
Q.17.Is the Communication and Feedback with the 

project team (Owner,Designer,Contractor) 

consistently available during the renovation project? 

 
Q.18.Is A develop comprehensive Quality Assurance 

Plan is necessary for the success of renovation project? 

 
Q.19.On the basis of your experience please mark the 

resources which ensure success of project? 

 

3.5 Information Management 

Fourth section of questionnaire is related to analyse 

the information about structural audit of building, 

application and condition assessment of equipment 

use for strength testing, codes and standards required 

for design figures is related to information 

management for work; 

 
Q.22. The codes/standards to which the building was 

designed/built? 

3.6 Time Management and Renovation Project 

Justification- 

Section five and six are related to time management 

and justification of renovation work. Time is an 
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important aspect for the success of any construction 

project because cost and schedule both are related to 

time. Figures showing bar diagram for answer related 

to time management and technique required for 

managing renovation project. 

 
Q 25. Which is most suitable for construction of old 

building, renovation or rebuild give justification? 

(Mark 1 for renovation, 2 repair, 3 rehabilitation, 5 

for rebuild) 

 

Table No. 3.2 List of Critical Success Factors From 

research 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

This study provides precise and concise findings on 

actual development scenario happening in Indian 

renovation industry and this we achieved via learning, 

brainstorming session, case study and via a 

Questionnaire with Industry practitioners, 

particularly project managers and professionals 

involved in renovation projects and Industry 

practitioners, particularly project managers and 

professionals involved in renovation projects are 

expected to gain significant advantage from this study. 

We found there different factors which can impact 

the project so after going through questionnaire we 

got below results  

Procurement Method Used for Project Majority of 

professional’s has voted for Item rate with 37.5 % 

Project Success Criteria Project Management Plan 

The criteria of Quality is topped at the rank, followed 

by Client / Customer satisfaction, Cost / Budget, Time 

/ Schedule and Organization’s strategic goals. 

Critical Success Factors and their Factor Groups. 

Project leader's / manager's performance, and quality 

is ranked the top, followed by Planning, time and 

communication feedback in second. Project team's 

competency and Available budget is shared the third 

place with the same score. 

Information Management Nondestructive test has 

been up voted by majority of professionals with 21.4 % 

followed by rebound hammer test with 14.28% 

 The study also suggests that there is significant 

relationship between risk management, monitoring 

and feedback factor towards time & schedule criteria. 

To making a project successful top management 

support & planning & controlling factors respectively. 

Based on above analysis we can recommend for 

studying more about renovation projects as it is a 

need for future as sustainability will be achieved with 

renovation instead of new construction where no 

need for new construction And we also found that 

cost, time , quality or monitoring are most important 

factors for renovation project. 

Ranking 

CSFs  

Ranking CSFs  CSF 

1 Project Management Plan 

Assessment of the building 

Quality 

CSF01 

3 Time 

comprehensive analysis of the site  

Communication and Feedback 

CSF02 

6 consultant selection 

Budget Site layout plan 

CSF03 

11 Site layout plan CSF04 

12 Monitoring 

 Value Engineering 

CSF05 

13 Risk 

Shedule 

CSF06 
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